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Parenthetical Documentation/In-text Citation of Sources: 
 

- If you have the author, use the author’s last name only – you probably won’t have a page number. 
o When he arrived at Hogwarts, many students wanted to see his scar (Potter). 

- If you don’t have an author, use the title (or a shortened version if it is long). 
o Although many young wizards died in fighting the Dark Lord, their legacy lives on in the 

memories of their friends and, of course, in the moving pictures we have (“Voldemort’s 

Downfall”). 

- NOTICE: The end of the sentence is after the parentheses – don’t put a period in front of it, even in 
a quotation: 

o Hermione then explains, “I never questioned my decision; Malfoy was a jerk, and he needed 

to be punched” (Potter). 

- What if you have two articles by the same author?  Use part of the article title after LastName, 
o When you give a timed essay, make certain that you have time carved out of your schedule to 

grade them that day; timely feedback is critical for success (Moore, “Want to Teach?”). 

- Two citations needed for one sentence?  Two ways to do it. 
o As Harry and Ron got to know Hermione, they learned that she would be a great help to them 

in their studies (Potter); that help was never more apparent as when they were living in the 

woods, staying one step ahead of the Death Eaters (“Voldemort’s Downfall”). 

o Though it contains many themes present in AP Literature booklist books, a book from the 

Harry Potter series is not considered of sufficient literary merit to be used on the AP Lit open 

question…yet.  There is always hope (Moore, “Want to Teach?”; Potter). 


